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	Includes tips on characters and storylines for storytellers

	

	Develop your character, understand the World of Darkness, and play today!

	

	Vampire lore has intrigued ordinary mortals for centuries. Sink your teeth into this book and find out how to slip into their mysterious, mystical world! Create the vampire of your dreams (or nightmares), choose attributes, skills, and advantages, understand the characteristics of each clan, enter the World of Darkness -- and throw away the garlic.

	

	Discover how to

	* Calculate your character's advantages and Blood Potency

	* Set the mood for the game

	* Select a clan and a covenant for your character

	* Explore sources of inspiration

	* Master the art of storytelling
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Agile Software Development: Best Practices for Large Software Development ProjectsSpringer, 2009

	Software Development is moving towards a more agile and more flexible approach. It turns out that the traditional "waterfall" model is not supportive in an environment where technical, financial and strategic constraints are changing almost every day. But what is agility? What are today’s major approaches? And especially: What...
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Membrane Microdomain Signaling: Lipid Rafts in Biology and MedicineHumana Press, 2004

	Cutting-edge articles review our current understanding of lipid microdomain signaling mechanisms and their physiological and pathological importance. The book describes the role of lipid rafts in learning, memory, and cancer, presents the emerging evidence that lipid rafts play critical roles in signaling pathways and the regulation of...
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Interactive Object-Oriented Programming in Java: Learn and Test Your Programming SkillsApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain the fundamental concepts of object-oriented programming with examples in Java. This second edition comes with detailed coverage and enhanced discussion on fundamental topics such as inheritance, polymorphism, abstract classes, interfaces, and packages. This edition also includes discussions on multithread programming,...
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Foundations in Grammatical Evolution for Dynamic Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Dynamic environments abound, encompassing many real-world problems in fields as diverse as finance, engineering, biology and business. A vibrant research literature has emerged which takes inspiration from evolutionary processes to develop problem-solvers for these environments.

'Foundations in Grammatical Evolution for Dynamic...
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Direct Transistor-Level Layout for Digital BlocksSpringer, 2004
Cell-based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital circuits. Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing for timing/power are poorly handled in a fixed cell library. 

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks...
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Gulzar's Ijaazat: Insights into the FilmHarperCollins, 2019

	By the time Gulzar made Ijaazat (1987), action-packed potboilers had replaced the genteel romanticism of yore, leaving few takers for a film about lost love and a broken marriage. And yet, three decades later, Ijaazat is a film that has endured. Gulzar s interpretation of a love triangle in Ijaazat an evocative exploration of the strength and...
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